M01

M03

The Viper M01 developed in Australia to cater for Australian
intermediate to hard terrain conditions.

The Viper M03 developed in Australia to cater for Australian soft
to intermediate terrain conditions.

Extreme performance over a wider range of terrain, providing
excellent braking stability on harder surfaces.

This tyre provides consistent grip through soft to
intermediate terrain.

Lug design and shape provide excellent steering / braking control
in intermediate to hard terrain, with excellent durability.

Lug design and shape provide excellent steering control in soft
loamy soil & mud, with excellent mud clearing capability with its
unique tread pattern.

Front - Mid Hard Terrain

PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001331

60/100x14 (4) M03

$32.50

8001334

70/100x17 (4) M03

$43.50

PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001338

70/100x19 (4) M03

$51.00

8001342

80/100x21 (4) M01

$64.50

8001789

90/90x21 (4) M03

$64.50

M02

M04

The Viper M02 developed in Australia to cater for Australian
intermediate to hard terrain conditions.

The Viper M04 developed in Australia to cater for Australian soft
to intermediate terrain conditions.

Extreme performance over a wider range of terrain, providing
excellent durability with symmetrical lug pattern which allows the
tyre to be reversed on the rim when the leading edge wears.

This tyre provides consistent grip through soft to
intermediate terrain.

Rear - Mid Hard Terrain

Redesigned carcass construction and compound widens the
performance parameters and reduces lug tearing.
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Front - Mid Soft Terrain

Rear - Mid Soft Terrain

Lug design and shape provide maximum grip level in soft loamy
soil & mud, with excellent mud clearing capability with its unique
tread pattern. Redesigned carcass construction widens the
performance parameters and rider feedback.

PART #

Product Description

RRP

PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001335

100/100x18 (4) M02

$72.00

8001330

80/100x12 (4) M04

$41.00

8001336

110/100x18 (4) M02

$75.00

8001332

90/100x14 (4) M04

$51.00

8001337

120/100x18 (4) M02

$85.50

8001333

90/100x16 (4) M04

$54.50

8001339

100/90x19 (4) M02

$75.00

8001786

120/100x18 (4) M04

$85.50

8001340

110/90x19 (4) M02

$82.00

8001787

110/90x19 (4) M04

$82.50

8001341

120/80x19 (4) M02

$85.50

8001788

120/80x19 (4) M04

$85.50
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M06

F879

The Viper M06 developed in Australia to cater for Australian
soft to intermediate terrain conditions.

F879 on/off road classic block pattern trail.
Front/Rear use.

Front/Rear - Classic Trail (CT110 Postie Bike)

Front/Rear - Mid Soft Terrain

M06 unique tread design offers Front/Rear fitment.
PART #

Great performance tyre for the budding MX champion
of the future.

Product Description

RRP

8001525

275x17 (4) F879

$33.00

8001526

300x17 (4) F879

$39.50

Durable compound and design to cover a wide range of terrain.

PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001329

70/100x10 (4) M06

$32.50

F889

Front/Rear - Claw Trail (CT110 Postie Bike)
F889 on/off road claw pattern trail.
Front/Rear use.

F895/F897

PART #

Front/Rear - Heavy Duty 6 ply Farm/Ag

Product Description

RRP

8001893

275x17 (4) F889

$34.50

8001894

300x17 (4) F889

$39.50

The Viper F895 / F897 developed in Australia to cater for
Australian harsh Agricultural conditions.

F921

Tough 6 ply construction will withstand most of what the harsh
Australian outback can throw at it. Super strong Heavy Duty 6 ply
construction aids in puncture resistance and over loading
especially when run in conjunction with an Ultra Heavy Duty tube.

Front/Rear - Adventure Trail (CT110 Postie Bike)

Strong carcass design and durable compound makes this range
the right choice for the farming community.
PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001785

80/100x21 (6) F895

$51.00

8001912

275x17 (6) F897

$39.50

8001529

100/100x17 (6) F897

$61.50

8001530

110/100x17 (6) F897

$71.50

8001784

100/100x18 (6) F897

$64.50

PART #

F895
4

F921 on/off road adventure pattern trail.
Front/Rear use.

F897

8001895

Product Description
275x17 (4) F921

RRP
$34.50
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F806

F950

Front/Rear - Scooter

Front/Rear - Scooter

The F806 meets the demands of everyday scooter use, equipped
with a heavy duty carcass.

The F931 meets the demands of everyday scooter use, equipped
with a heavy duty carcass.

The F806 is a precise all weather tyre and handles wet conditions
in its stride whilst delivering a safe and comfortable ride.
Excellent value for money for the budget shopper.
PART #
8001455

Product Description
120/70x12 (4) F806 Tbl

RRP

PART #

Product Description

RRP

$48.50

8001450

300x10 (4) F806 Tbl

$36.50

8001456

130/70x12 (4) F806 Tbl

$55.00

8001451

90/90x10 (4) F806 Tbl

$38.50

PART #

8001467

140/70 X 12 (4) F806 Tbl

$67.50

8001464

100/90 X 10 (4) F806 Tbl

$45.50

8001449

275x10 (4) F950 tt

$28.50

8001520

80/90x10 (4) F950 Tbl

$41.50

8001457

110/90x13 (4) F806 Tbl

$63.00

8001452

350x10 (4) F806 Tbl

$45.50

8001458

120/70x13 (4) F806 Tbl

$63.00

8001454

120/90x10 (4) F806 Tbl

$52.50

8001459

130/60x13 (4) F806 Tbl

$55.00

8001465

130/90 X 10 (4) F806 Tbl

$61.50

8001460

130/70x13 (4) F806 Tbl

$65.00

8001466

110/90 X 12 (4) F806 Tbl

$52.50

8001468

140/60 X 13 (4) F806 Tbl

$65.00

Front/Rear - Adventure Scooter
The F927 is for those that want a little more adventure in their
tyres. Designed to take you where your heart desires on your
scooter or Honda Grom.
Off road adventure tread pattern with a tough durable carcass
and adventure inspired compound make this tyre a must have for
those chasing a little more excitement in their riding.
PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001896

120/70x12 (4) F927 Tbl

$55.00

8001897

130/70x12 (4) F927 Tbl

$59.00

Front/Rear - Scooter
The F931 meets the demands of everyday scooter use, equipped
with a heavy duty carcass.
The F931 is a precise all weather tyre and handles wet conditions
in its stride whilst delivering a safe and comfortable ride.
Excellent value for money for the budget shopper.
Product Description

RRP

Front/Rear - Commuter
The F932 is a versatile all round road commuter tyre with a
modern style tread pattern.
The F932 is a precise all weather tyre and handles wet conditions
in its stride whilst delivering a safe and comfortable ride.
Excellent value for money for the budget shopper.
PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001523

275x18 (4) F932 tt

$45.50

8001524

300x18 (4) F932 tt

$48.50

F876

F931

PART #

Product Description

F932

F927
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The F931 is a precise all weather tyre and handles wet conditions
in its stride whilst delivering a safe and comfortable ride.
Excellent value for money for the budget shopper.

RRP

Front/Rear - Commuter
The F876 is a versatile all round road commuter tyre with a
classic style tread pattern.
The F876 is a precise all weather tyre and handles wet conditions
in its stride whilst delivering a safe and comfortable ride.
Excellent value for money for the budget shopper.
PART #

Product Description

RRP

8001462

275x17 (4) F876 tt

$34.00

8001453

120/70x10 (4) F931 Tbl

$49.50

8001463

300x17 (4) F876 tt

$39.50

8001461

120/70x14 (4) F931 Tbl

$61.50

8001522

325x17 (4) F876 tt

$44.50
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